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Helping Your Child Heal From
Trauma 

Tips to Help teens Cope During
COVID-19

Connecting with your Teen
 
Benefits of Cedar  

For many, being diagnosed with

mental health can feel as if it is

the end of the world. Historically,

it was a dark time throughout

centuries with negative stigmas

surrounding those who had

severe mental health conditions.

Being regulated in an asylum or

psychiatric facility. Being told

they could never live

independently, work, have a

family. Today, there are new

philosophies focusing on

strengths and abilities rather

than weaknesses and disabilities.

With new medications, it helps

people carry out their daily

functions with minimal

interference from symptoms.

THE POWER OF HOPE IN MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT
by Alison Carroll, LCCSW-R, VP of Strategic Initiatives, Cove Care Center

FEATURED
THIS MONTH:

The Power of Hope in Mental
Health Treatment 

 With embracing the

contributions of peers,

people with similar mental

health conditions to help

them relate and engage

others through shared

experiences. People who are

diagnosed with mental

health conditions can live

fulfilling and productive lives

and be contributing

members of society.

Research shows that the

sooner individuals get into

treatment and intervention

begins, the better on

recovering, and living out

daily functions.
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 It is viewed that just like any

physical injury or catching

the flu you would seek help

right away noticing the signs

and symptoms of it. It is just

the same with mental health.  

And yet, with mental health,

people often don't seek help

until they've threatened or

attempted suicide;  isolate

themselves from friends or

family, threatened with

getting kicked out from

school or fired from work.

Adding on, that there are

increases of suicide rates,

homelessness, substance use

and involvement in the

justice system.

 Adding on, that there are

increases of suicide rates,

homelessness, substance use

and involvement in the

justice system. In the field

where people are diagnose

there is often blame, or loss

in rights. Denial is prevalents.

But, there is hope, and there

is recovery. Recovery involves

more with reduction of

symptoms, although

symptoms can remain or

reoccur. Being aware of

mental health resources in

their community. Have

programs embrace hope and

recovery and have a positive

atmosphere that is inviting

and trusting your providers. 

intherooms.com 

Social distancing
causing a fuss for
your wellbriety?

Join online NA/AA
meetings. 
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by: Christopher Null, WIRED Magazine April 2020

Since COVID-19 came about, social isolation has been a difficult part for many. Especially for teens who are going

through stages of development, where peer relationships are important to personal identity and development.

Additionally, having FOMO (fear of missing out) can be traumatic at this time missing their mile stones they looked

forward to throughout school such as; prom, graduations, athletic events, fine arts performances, etc. Even adding on

to missing out on not being able to work after graduating can be a stressful matter due to economic downfall. Listed

above are some strategies if you work with youth or have youth at home. www.wired.com/story/covid-19-is-hitting-

teens-especially-hard 

BENEFITS OF CEDAR
Cedar also known as hunte, is used to purify

the environment or intercession from the

spiritual realm. It is burned and produces a

sweet smell. Cedar is used in ceremony as

well as purification to help get rid of bad

spirits. 



Startling easily and having a difficult time calming

down

Behaviors common to younger children (e.g., thumb

sucking, bed wetting, fear of the dark, clinging to

caregivers)

Tantrums, aggression, or fighting

Becoming quiet and withdrawn, wanting to be left

alone

Wanting to talk about the traumatic event all the time,

or denying that it happened

Changes in eating or sleeping (sleeping all the time, not

sleeping, nightmares)

Frequent headaches or stomachaches 

Help your child feel safe.

Encourage (don't force) children to talk about their

feelings.

Provide extra attention, comfort, and encouragement.

Teach children to relax.

Be aware of your own response to trauma. 

Remember that everyone heals differently from trauma. 

Find help when needed.  

What's Happening

Trauma is an emotional response to an intense event that

threatens or causes harm, either physical or emotional. It

can occur as a result of a natural disaster, violence, or

abuse. Even seeing violence happen, even if they are not

the victim. Trauma can have a lasting effect on brain

development.

What You Might Be Seeing

Depending on age, culture, and personality children can

react in various ways to trauma. Some children will show

the following signs of trauma:

What You Can Do

HELPING YOUR CHILD HEAL FROM TRAUMA
by Child Welfare Tip Sheet

1-800-273-8255

SUICIDE AND CRISIS
SUPPORT
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https://www.childwelfare.gov/topics/preventing/preventionmonth/resources/tip-

sheets/   

COURAGE       RECOVERY         MENTAL HEALTH
HOPE               HEAL                  TRAUMA
SUPPORT         COPE                 CHANGES



Crave independence

Question rules and authority 

Test limits

Can be impulsive 

Make mature decisions at times and childish ones

at other times

Have family meals.

Share "ordinary" time. 

Get involved, be involved, and stay involved. 

Get to know your child's friends. 

Be interested. 

Set clear limits. 

What's Happening

Many teens spend less time with their families than

they did as younger children. As they become more

independent and learn to think for themselves,

relationships with friends become very important.

Sometimes it may feel like your teen doesn't need you

anymore. But teens still need their parents' love,

support, and guidance. 

What You Might Be Seeing

Normal Teen development:

What You Can Do

Every day activities can reinforce the connection

between you and your teen. Make room in your

schedule for special times as often as you can, but

also take advantage of routine activities to show that

you care. 

Tips to keep in mind:

 
www.childwelfare.gov/topics/preventionmonth/resources/tip-sheets/

 
Sources:

https://covecarecenter.org/power-hope-mental-health-treatment/
http://www.humanserviceagency.org/NEPrevention/images/preventi
onnewslink.pdf
https://childwelfare.gov/topics/preventionmonth/resources/tip-
sheets/
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CONNECTING WITH YOUR TEEN
by Child Welfare Tip Sheet


